
the
efficient 
route to 
Good air  



We offer ventilation ducts, insulation 
sleeves for condensation insulation, 
silencers, chimney liners and flexible 
car and boat heater hoses, such as 
defroster hoses. 



Regardless of where we humans are, we are dependent on good air 
quality. Having the right Heating, Ventilation and Cooling solution creates 
a healthy climate, which means cleaner air for us and buildings. 

In 1975 we started to develop more efficient ducting for ventilation and 
chimneys. Some years later we added vehicles. To us, keeping the 
 manufacturing in-house was an obvious choice. Having control of all  
parts of production gives us the opportunity to offer quick modifications, 
customise solutions, ensure quality and very high delivery reliability. 

Today, we are proud developers of a range of proprietary ducting 
 solutions for factories, houses, cars and boats across the Nordic region. 

proprietary  
solutions  
since 1975



We keep both development and production under  
the same roof, here in Sweden. We can ensure high 
quality because we have control over every part,  
from material quality and design solution to production 
method. 

We take an active role in both the Swedish and European  
work to develop new rules and testing methods.  
That gives us the knowledge to be at the cutting edge  
in our own product development. 

We also participate in the ongoing type approval  
processes, which ensures that our products are  
in line with all the current rules and regulations.

safer us 

Our operations are certified to ISO 9000.  







stronGer
We believe in long-term relationships where we get 
to know each other and understand each  other's 
needs and can have a dialogue. This creates well 
thought-out products for different needs and 
 requirements.

Our colleagues have many years of  experience 
in the industry, and we work with them 
 continuously to achieve a better working 
environment. Their professional pride is what 
creates our consistent and high quality.

We look to those suppliers where quality 
goes hand in hand with a close geographic 
location that minimises our environmental 
impact.  
Therefore, our partners are usually in 
 Sweden and adjacent countries such as 
 Germany and the Netherlands.

Carefully selected raw materials and quality 
checks at each stage result in stronger hoses 
that withstand more.



flexible
We have a small organisation that increases the 
 opportunities to satisfy customer specific requirements 
and be the flexible supplier that we want to be. 

Being closer to the expertise on the shop floor means 
that it is easier for us to customise solutions and 
 quickly adjust production. 

We manufacture products within three areas:  
• Ventilation
• Chimneys 
• Vehicles



We meet your needs regarding  
packaging, pallet size etc.



Ventilation
A well-functioning ventilation system is vital to the 
 wellbeing and health of both people and buildings. 

Using our expertise we can adapt our products to  
meet your requirements at the project planning stage.  
We manufacture products for everything from large 
 industrial complexes to small factories, buildings  
and cottages. 

Together with our customers we create clean, fresh  
and healthy air. Both for new build and for renovation.
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A chimney is exposed to major internal and external streses, such 
as moisture, rain, snow and cold. But factors such as temperature 
fluctuations, soot, condensation and sweeping of the inside all 
cause wear. There are two different methods to prevent damage 
to or repair chimneys. Installation of a stainless steel, acid resist-
ant liner or a poured mortar flue.  

It is important to see the source of the fire and the 
 chimney as a functioning whole. We have knowledge of 
what the chimney means for the function and efficiency 
of the hearth and stove. Ask us for advice about the best 
solution. 

We have chimney products for detached houses, 
 multi-occupancy buildings and industry.
Our dimension program has been developed so that  
you don't have to compromise. We have a large  number 
of different versions and can also provide special 
 accessories for individual customised solutions.

Our liners can be bent to the minimum bend radius,  
which makes installation simple and safe even in  
difficult conditions. 

chimney



Vehicles
Correctly selected hose for heating/cooling or exhaust 
 benefits both a sound indoor climate and gives great comfort. 

Westaflex hoses are available for cars, boats and caravans/
campervans but also for heavy vehicles, such as trucks and 
buses. 

We manufacture the hoses in Sweden, from materials 
 suitable for Nordic conditions. Because we produce the 
 hoses in our own factory, you can order small quantities  
if needed. We can also manufacture special orders.

Westaflex hoses are stocked by a number of leading heating 
and wholesale companies.





Welcome!
Phone +46-31-86 59 40  
Fax +46-31-87 95 13 
info@westaflex.se
order@westaflex.se 

Visiting and delivery address 
Svenska Westaflex AB
Kärragatan 4
SE-431 53 Mölndal 

www.westaflex.se
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